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FIRST CLASS LEARNING
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everything and anything they can. With that in mind, Mrs Richardson has recently
made it her mission to boost the confidence of our learners by showing them just
how capable they are! How you might ask? Using ‘The First Class Diagnostic test’; a
means of establishing a pupil’s academic baseline, as well as helping us at the
school consider what personalised learning should come next. However, we at
Meadowcroft wanted to highlight the astonishing success of two pupils at the
‘Works’ that have recently completed the assessment.
Both Jason and Callum have performed “outstandingly well” Mrs Richardson
announced, subsequently enrolling the pair onto the ‘First Class Learning Maths
Program’ on a scholarship award, which believe it or not is a UK Nationwide course!
GET IN LADS!
I think I speak for everyone here at Meadowcroft when I say that we all eagerly
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await what the ‘First Class Learning Program’ can do for our pupils in the near
future!

A BBC OUTING!
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On the 29th November Meadowcroft’s catering students from both the ‘Hub’
and the ‘Works’ went on a trip to The BBC ‘Good Food Show’ in Birmingham!
Once there, pupils were able to explore different stalls and sample a variety
foods from across the globe (I know right, swanky). Students had a
phenomenal time tasting in particular, as well as buying some unusual
condiments to take home with them whilst keeping an eye out for any
celebrity chefs they might’ve spotted (Gordon Ramsey, where you at?). A late
finish back at the Works marked the end of a riveting but tiring trip!

Mrs Clayton was more than proud to show off some
of our school’s most gifted culinary students!

